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USE 

Robust and accurate manual tile cutter. 

For intensive cutting of ceramic tiles, stoneware, and porcelain tiles. 

FUNCTIONAL CHARACTERISTICS 

SUPERPRO category. 

With high performance movable breaker. 

Set of sliders with ball bearings for greater ACCURACY and COMFORT during scoring. 

MAGNET system. The locking and unlocking of the platen to scratch and separate is done with one 

hand. GREATER speed of use and cutting precision. 

Total vision of the scoring and cutting area thanks to the forward position of the wheel in front of the 

holder. 

Extruded aluminium base for a greater RIGIDITY and cutting CAPACITY.  

Solid, chromed, rectified, and calibrated steel guides with anti-corrosion treatment of Ø 25 mm for a 

better resistance to flexion.  

Flanged guides for increased rigidity. 

With lateral stop for repetitive and 45° cuts. 

Equipped with 4 supplementary arms for large-sized tiles. 

Mobile guides stop to adjust the cut to the size of the ceramic. 

Double ceramic support with supplement for 45º cutting. 

Soft-grip handle for a better COMFORT and ERGONOMIC. 

 

Wide range of scoring wheels to suit different materials (Ø 6, 8, 10, 18 and 22 mm.) Includes 22 mm 

scoring wheel. 

Reference 27902, the transport bag includes wheels for better movement. 

 

 

Ref.: 27900 

Ref.: 27902 – With transport case* 
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 TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

- Cutting length: 1200 mm. 

- Máximum breaking power: 900 kg. 

- Maximum size for diagonal cut: 85 x 85 mm. 

- Thickness of cut: 3 to 18 mm. 

- Thickness of cut with protector: 16mm 

- Weight: 20,4 kg. 

- Dimensions: 1450 x 235 x 148 mm. 

*Available with practical transport shoulder bag (Ref.: 27902). 

 

 

 

 

PACKAGING 

Unitary carton box with RUBI flexography. 

Unitary gross weight: 21,9 kg. (25,6 kg Bag). 

Sales unit: 1 unit (bulk box).  

Units per pallet: 24 units. 

Transport dimensions: 1480 x 240 x 160 mm. 

 

 


